The information handling processes for character and tooth recognition tasks were compared between the dental students who had acquired different knowledge levels. The subjects included 20 second-year students who had acquired textbook-based knowledge and 20 fifth-year students who had acquired both textbook-based and experience knowledge though ongoing clinical exercise. The task was to differentiate diagrams depicting aʠkatakana characterʡor aʠtooth.ʡThe diagrams were randomly presented at a ratio of 2: 8 according to the oddball paradigm. The subjects were instructed to push a button only when a target stimulus was presented. Average waveforms were determined by averaging ERP waveforms derived at Pz for a principal component analysis(PCA).
Introduction
Dentists in their routine clinical practice typically employ an intuitive diagnostic process called pattern cognition when making clinical diagnoses (1) (2) (3) . We would expect highlyqualified dentists who understand distinctive disease patterns to make more efficient diagnoses. High-level visual cognition in the brain may involve hierarchical processing of morphological information of an object in the pathway from the occipital to the temporal lobe of the cerebrum. Cells that respond to specific given line or edge patterns have been identified in the primary visual area where information is initially received and processed, but the detailed mechanism of high-level tasks, such as pattern cognition and thinking, remains to be elucidated from the standpoint of cognitive psychology in the brain.
We have been reported the pattern cognition, in the tooth type identification (4) (5) (6) . To elucidate the pattern cognition whereby tooth patterns in the brain are immediately matched to tooth morphology and profiles presented before the eyes, a study of brain activity is beneficial. For this purpose, event-related potentials (ERP) (7) (8) (9) (10) , which are provoked by psychological tasks including cognition, discrimination, and task solution, have been commonly employed.
The ERP provided by task solution can guess a psychology action by analyzing various wave pattern ingredients. The purpose of the present study was to elucidate the effects of clinical experience knowledge on information processing in the levels of sophistication Correspondence to : Shinichiro Aoki E-mail : aoki.shinichiro@nihon-u.ac.jp achieved by dental students within a cognitive psychology framework by comparing trends in the occurrence of certain ERP waveform components (11, 12) .
Materials and Methods
Subjects consisted of 20 second-year students(mean age:
19.3 years, SD ± 1.2 years) who had acquired dental anatomical knowledge by the lecture and exercise including sketch and curving of the each tooth form, and fifth-year students (mean age: 23.0 years, SD ± 1.3 years) who had acquired both anatomical knowledge in textbook and some clinical experience knowledge in ongoing clinical exercise after going through basic simulation laboratory study. All subjects were right-handed, had no history of psychiatric disease, and had no visual impairments that would affect the results of our studies.
The dental students have been learned liberal arts and some subjects related to the dental science including dental anatomy(including the practice of sketch and carving of the tooth)in the first year, and fundamental medical and dental sciences including anatomy, physiology, biochemistry and so on in the second year. They have been learned fundamental clinical exercise including dental prosthesis and retention in the third and fourth years. The fifth-year students had attended lectures and had been exposed to clinical exercise (including preparation of tooth crown and bridge), and their knowledge related to the tooth morphology is more improved than in the second year.
Measurements were performed in a shielded room by the method of Kuwahara and Ebihara (13) . The subjects sat on a chair at rest with their head fixed. Images were presented on a monitor positioned 50 cm in front of the subject.
Electrooculograms(EOGs)representing indicators of brain
waves and artifacts were obtained after presenting task images on the monitor. Brain waves were recorded using a SYNAFIT EE5800 (NEC Medical Systems). ERP waveforms were extracted from the brain waves for analysis. 
Tooth task
The target stimulus was the right mandibular 1st molar.
The frequent stimuli were the left maxillary 1st molar, the left mandibular 1st molar, and the right maxillary 1st molar.
We used diagrams rotated at 90°in the same manner as the character task, defining as 0°as in the condition in which the buccal side is oriented upward Fig.3 . To prevent decisionmaking while remembering some shapes, a mark was applied to the mesial position of the diagrams. The subjects were instructed to confirm the orientation of the shape before decision-making.
ERP recording/analysis
The images were randomly presented one after another according to the oddball paradigm using a Multi Trigger presented at a ratio of 2: 8. Each image was presented for 1500 ms, and each task was presented 500 times. The subjects were instructed to push a button only when the target stimulus was presented. The correct answers were 24 in total. The subjects who could get less than 20 correct answers were excluded. An average waveform, from which noises and arch facts are removed, was created by adding up 20 ERP wave patterns that each subject provided when target stimulus were presented. All average waveforms from each subject were added up to create a general average waveform. Then, the subjectsʼ average waveforms were sorted out according to angles at which target stimulus were rotated, and added up in each angle category to create angle specific average waveforms. Then, from the subjectsʼ average waveforms, angle-specific average waveforms were generated for each subject. Commonly observed waveforms of Pz were used because they were likely to demonstrate the profiles of each task at 0°. Table 1 (14-17). To avoid loads imposed by the sequence of images presented, the tasks were conducted in a shifted sequence in each subject. The duration from preparation to completion of the experiments was about 90 minutes, with a resting time of 10 minutes between tasks.
The present study was approved by from the Ethical Committee of the Nihon University School of Dentistry at Matsudo for the experiments(approval number: EC16-15-11-010-2) and, prior to this study, we explained to the subjects the purpose of the experiments, and obtained their informed consent.
Results

Reaction time of the tasks
As for reaction times, both second and fifth -year students take longer to perform the tooth task than the character task; 698±185 and 467±83 ms, and 663±185 and 475±83 Int J Oral-Med Sci 15(3)(4):98-106, 2017 101 Table 1 . Meaning of the cognitive psychology of the ERP waveforms ms, respectively. No significant differences were observed between the second and fifth year students (Table 2 ).
Subjective difficulty of the tasks (VAS)
In second-year students, the VAS score was significantly higher for the tooth task than for the character task(63±26 and 29 ± 15, respectively). In fifth-year students, scores were significantly higher for the tooth task than for the character task(53±25 and 26±15, respectively). No significant differences were observed between the second and fifth year students (Table 2 ).
Correct answer rates for the tasks
In second-year students, no significant differences were observed in the rate between the character and tooth tasks (98±5 and 100±1%, respectively)( Table 2 ). In fifth-year students, no significant differences were observed in the rate between the character and tooth tasks(100±0 and 98± 4%, respectively). No task-specific difference was observed between the second and fifth year students (Table 2) .
Trends in extraction of ERP waveform components for the character task
As for the results of the principal component analysis for the character task, in second-year students, we found that the primary principal component for the character task was a composite of N2b and P3a( 
Discussion
A tooth form is the sight information that has been sent by eyes is processed through a sight association area by a primary field of vision, and then tooth form is recognized.
The concept of the tooth is collated with knowledge stored with a highly advanced association area and thinks following the general cognitive process that a meaning, and interpretation of the sight information is brought about afterwards.
The general subjective VAS scale was showed the tooth task was more difficult than the character in both second and fifth-year students. It is difficult to investigate how to recognize the tasks employing VAS or the correct answer rates by comparing the students from the two years. We cannot investigate differences in clinical experience knowl- respectively, in the second and fifth year students, indicating that the same principal components can be extracted in students from both years. This suggests that the same information processing was involved in discriminating characters in students from both years.
Information processing in the brain is reported to be rapid and efficient, without excessive loading on the cerebrum, and divided into automatic processing and attention processing for behavior decision-making (29, 30) . In general, the former, in which input information is reconciled with images formed by knowledge and memory in the brain, is considered to precede the latter; if mismatching with images occurs, the information is subject to attention processing.
Then it goes through decision processing for behavior decision, and then undergoes behavior performance process- Furthermore, we extracted SW in second-year students, suggesting that they may take time to perform other associated tasks, such as confirmation, after decisionmaking.
In fifth-year students, the primary, tertiary, and quaternary principal components were clearly isolated as P3a, MMN, and N2b, respectively. This indicates that working memory controlled by the prefrontal area may perform at an early phase, an image of tooth may be judged to represent morphology in the temporal lobe without being subjected to mental rotation processing, and that the information Based on these findings, students from both years evinced similar information processing for the character task, whereas each-year students evinced specific information processing for the tooth task. In particular, the results suggest the possibility that fifth-year students, who had acquired some clinical experience knowledge, may make their decisions based on a more effective cognitive approach involving working memory.
Conclusion
This study used event-related potentials to elucidate cognition processing among students who had acquired textbook-based dental knowledge and those who had also acquired clinical experience knowledge. The results indicate that student cohorts from both years may apply similar information processing approaches for the character task, whereas fifth-year students who had acquired experience knowledge may make their decisions based on more effective information processing for the tooth task.
